How society benefit from optimal vehicle routing
pattern for Poultry Meat Distribution Network?
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Tehran
most populous city in Iran with 8 million inhabitants
25th most populated city in the world

in developing countries
• Populations grow
• Income grow
• motor vehicle usage
• other economic changes

greenhouse gas
concentrations

Increases
demand
for poultry

Study Area

In the transport of perishable goods such as meat protein products, particularly poultry meat

1- food safety
2- quality along the supply chain
3- managing the costs of transportation

Approximately 18 percent of the national income of Iran has been
related to the transportation sector over the past decade with average
growth of 12.3 percent annually, making it one of the most important
contributors to Iran’s overall economic growth (Central Bank of Iran,
2012).

Tehran Municipality Management
Organization. (TMMFVO)

of

fruit

and

vegetables

This is a governmental organization.
One of the goals of this organization is to managing the chicken meat
distribution to 140 meat grocery in Tehran.
In Tehran, the whole chicken meat distribution conducting by
Bahman and Piroozi central market squares, which is managing by
(TMMFVO).
Meanwhile, approximately 10 percent of daily chicken demand in
Tehran
(99693. tones) are physical distributed and carry out by (TMMFVO).

Then, according to market demand, they proceed to record
every purchase order for the considering market. In the next
day the noted demands will be sent to the market.

About 35% of the
meat grocery
stores expect
demand to be
satisfied from
Piroozi Square
and the rest of the
stores from
Bahman Square.
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At Piroozi square, brokers revise order deliveries from meat groceries
according to their market demand estimates for the next day.
Then, according to market demand, poultry meat is deliver from these
market squares to meat groceries markets.
In fact, there is a demand registration system.

At Bahman square ,
market demand estimates for the next day. In fact, there is a demand
registration system

Pirozi
square

Bahman
square

From these two central markets chicken distribution to 140
local meat grocery markets in Tehran.
From these two central markets, 40 meat grocery markets
expected demand from Piroozi central square, and the rest of
the meat grocery markets their daily demands satisfy from
Bahman central square.
At these two central square brokers, received order from meat
grocery market demand for the coming day delivery.

Type of vehicles
Furthermore, there is only two types of vehicles serve in the markets
such as:
Nissan Junior (NJ) (with a capacity of 2 tonnes) and
Light Truck (LT) (with a capacity of 3.5 tonnes),
only these two representative types of vehicles are considered in the
model.

• This study investigated the transportation
structure to provide an optimal model for
the daily distribution of poultry meat in
Tehran.
Transportation costs of the existing
circumstances will be compare to the optimal
routing pattern
Base on the optimal routing model how
much carbon dioxide less produce?

Target

In 2008, Tehran experienced unfortunate weather conditions for 60 days
of the year, roughly quadrupled as that in 2007.
In addition, in 2010 the City’s Atmosphere reportedly spent 104 days in
unhealthy conditions.
Given the fact that Tehran air pollution, primarily caused diseases of
residents of Tehran and increase government expenses for reduce the air
pollution.
The World Bank estimated that air pollution in Iran caused
approximately 7 billion dollars in damage in 2004, increase to around 8
billion dollars in 2006, jumping to 10 billion dollars in 2010

In this study, we used a Mixed Integer Linear Programming model
(MILP the following assumption were made:
• Piroozi and Bahman squares as market centers possess the ability to meet the
demand of all meat groceries and no shortage is allow.
• The daily quantity demanded by each meat grocery from Piroozi and Bahman
squares is depending of market condition.
• Vehicles have different carrying capacities. In real circumstances, a transportation
fleet usually possesses dissimilar vehicles; thereby making use of each of them
amounts of time is justified.
• Each vehicle have limited carrying capacity.
• Each vehicle can cover up to N =4 meat grocery markets, as covering too large a
number of markets, might lead to microbial spoilage of poultry products.
• The planning horizon is restricted to one period.
• There is infinite access to the transport fleet through renting them out.
• Downtime of vehicles or any unexpected occurrence is not permit.
• shipping cost is proportional to the distance traveled.
• Fixed costs of any type of vehicle have been consider.

objective function and nine independent constraints
S.t.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Where R represents a set of local grocery markets (R = {1, 2, …, r})
MD = denotes central distribution squares (e.g. Bahman and Piroozi Squares),
N = stands for overall sets of problem (Local markets, plus Central squares,
from mathematical perspective: N = (R ∪ MD) = {1, 2, …, n}).

VS= implies a set of the shipping fleet with f members of types of vehicles
(VS = {1, 2, …, f})

tij =signifies the traveling time from knot i to knot j (with time for each
direction considered a unit value, in other words, the transport fleet is able
to serve a limited number of markets).
T = represents the number of routes in which a vehicle is allow to travel.
di = the demand quantity of local markets, Capv suggests the portable
capacity of the v-th vehicle, Cijv is the cost of transportation of products
from the point i to the point j using v-th vehicle and fv is the fixed costs
of each transporting vehicle, Lastly, Xijv marks the decision variable of
the model, expressed as an integer.

Where R represents a set of local grocery markets (R = {1, 2, …, r}),
MD = denotes central distribution squares (e.g. Bahman and Piroozi
Squares),
N = stands for overall sets of problem (Local grocery markets, plus
Central squares, N=R+MD
T = represents the number of routes in which a vehicle is allow to travel.
di = daily quantity demand of local grocery markets,
Capv = shipping fleet capacity with f members of types of vehicles (VS =
{1, 2, …, f}).
tij = signifies the traveling time from knot i to knot j (with time for each
direction considered a unit value, in other words, the transport fleet is
able to serve a limited number of grocery markets).

In situations where the number of vehicles is considered infinite,
FSMVRP model (Fleet Size and Mix Vehicle Routing Problem), ,
proposed by Golden et al. (1984), usually be applied.
Otherwise, for a given number of vehicles in a fleet, the HFVRP
model (Heterogeneous Fixed Fleet Vehicle Routing Problem)
described by Taillard (1999), is preferable.
Both models aim to minimize fixed and variable costs. particularly,
various studies such Li, Golden & Wasil (Li et al. 2007) in which the
minimization of fixed and variable costs separately, or both fixed and
variable costs are taken together into consideration.

In the present study, we applied a Fleet Size and Mix Vehicle Routing
Problem (FSMVRP) with an unlimited number of each type of vehicle.
(Forghani and Jafari 2013).
Moreover, in this work, in order to consider the time constraints as well
as maintaining the quality of poultry meat, each time stop of the vehicle
in any market has been taken in to account as a time unit.
Hence, every vehicle can serve only up to a maximum number of N =4
markets. In addition, the conditions of multi-depot and multi-trip were
model as well.

Constraint

Results and Discussion

How society benefit from optimal distribution?
The result from optimal models indicate that, for three days
the distance traveled was reduce to 809 km, 652 km and 566
km respectively by all Nissan Junior and Light Truck (LT) .
The distance reduction for three day are 51.5%, 45.2% and
45.9%, respectively.

• According to the Iran Transportation and Shipping Organization in
2016, truck of less than 3.5 tons capacity a fuel consumption are
between 16 and 20 liters per 100 kilometers
• Therefore, the average consumption of fuel was set at these truck with
less than 3.5 tons capacity , 17.8 liters per 100 kilometers.
• (0.178 liters / km).

How calculate the reduced fuel consumption?
RFC= RD*FC
RFC: is Reduced Fuel Consumption,
RD: Reduced Distance form optimal model
FC: is Fuel Consumption per Km
for three days, the fuel consumption is reduced by 144, 116 and 100
liters per day respectively, with an average daily fuel reduction was
120.3 liters fuel per day.
Considering the average world price of diesel fuel in the world in 2016
is $ 1.09 per liter (equivalent to 45747 Rials).
Therefore, the cost of fuel consumption is reduce by $156.9, $126.5 and
$109.8 dollars in the three days respectively,
with an average of $ 131.09 in fuel consumption per day.

How society benefit from optimal distribution?
• The average Price of one kilogram poultry meat in Tehran was $1.90
• The result from optimal models indicate that, on average the price of
poultry meat will reduce by 0.25 cents per kilogram
• Base on the optimal model the price of poultry meat will reduce by
about 14% percent in local meat grocery market.

How calculate the carbon dioxide?
Ameri and Zahid (2013), in their study, they indicate that in Iran one liter
of gasoline, produce an average of 480 grams of carbon dioxide per
kilogram.
RC=AP*TFCR
(2)
RC = is CO2 reduction,
AP = has an average produced CO2 per liter and
TFCR = is total fuel reduction.
Base on optimal model by reducing the fuel consumption of vehicles in the
three days of the study are, 69.12, 55.71 and 48.35 kg of CO2 are less
produce in Tehran respectively.
The average per day 57.72 kg less CO2 is produced that mean less air
pollution in Tehran .

• Drivers' benefits from increased transportation efficiency increased by
27.8%, 20.1% and 6.75% respectively in three days, respectively
• On average, drivers' daily benefits increase by 18.23% percent.

• Accordingly, in three days, the benefits of lower fuel consumption are
$3.59, $2.81, and $2.51 dollar respectively, with an average of about $
3 per day on social benefits.

Policy implication
• The optimizations revealed by the model decrease daily expenses
compared to the existing conditions, therefore we can improve
efficiency in transportation systems for all kind of meat.
• These reductions in transportation costs translate into additional
revenue for truck owners.
• Earnings more income by truck owner can be used to improve the
existing transport system. Such as, GPS could be installed to track, or
cooling systems in the vehicles could be upgraded and improved in
better maintain the quality of the chicken meat.

• Reduced indirect costs; including fuel consumption, reduce
environmental pollution and reduction of traffic.
• These reductions are achieved through less vehicle use and less
distance travelled by trucks on different days as generated by the
optimal model.

• The demand for poultry meat is seasonal demand:
• Data collected on supply and demand on poultry for various days can
aid in generating more accurate forecasting both for week, months,
and for longer-term planning.
• By having more data we can even forecasting the seasonal demand
and supply of poultry meat, and base on the result of forecasting we
can develop the seasonal forecasting optimal route models.

• Since the issue of route traffic is an important factor that can
significantly increase fuel consumption and affect distribution times,
future research should analyze the impact of traffic.
• In addition, it is vital to consider the time window based on the total
time over a course and stopping times.

• In future study by using MILP with benefit – cost analysis model
consider, if Tehran Municipality Management of fruit and vegetables
Organization (TMMFVO), by investing to build a one central meat
market instated of having two central markets for answering these
questions:
• How much investment cost?
• How much cost saving in transportation?
• How much the price of poultry meat reduce?
• How much the air pollution will decreased?
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